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Abstract

Purpose: Fit-for-purpose pharmacodynamic biomarkers could expedite development of combination antiangiogenic regimens. Plasma sVEGFR2 concentrations ([sVEGFR2]) mark sunitinib effects on the systemic vasculature. We hypothesized that cilengitide would impair microvasculature recovery during sunitinib withdrawal and could be detected through changes in [sVEGFR2].

Experimental Design: Advanced solid tumor patients received 50 mg sunitinib daily for 14 days. For the next 14 days, patients were randomized to arm A (cilengitide 2,000 mg administered intravenously twice weekly) or arm B (no treatment). The primary endpoint was change in [sVEGFR2] between days 14 and 28. A candidate pharmacodynamic biomarker of cilengitide inhibition was a change in circulating serum C-Telopeptide Collagen Crosslinks (CTx), which was also measured.

Results: Of 21 patients, 14 (7 per arm) received all treatments without interruption and had all blood samples available for analysis. The mean change and SD of [sVEGFR2] for all sunitinib-treated patients was consistent with previous data. There was no significant difference in the mean change in [sVEGFR2] from days 14 to 28 between the arms (arm A: 2.8 ng/mL; 95% confidence interval [CI], 2.1–3.6 vs. arm B: 2.0 ng/mL; 95% CI, 0.72–3.4; P = 0.22, 2-sample t test). Additional analyses suggested (i) prior bevacizumab therapy to be associated with unusually low baseline [sVEGFR2] and (ii) sunitinib caused measurable changes in CTx.

Conclusions: Cilengitide had no measurable effects on any circulating biomarkers. Sunitinib caused measurable declines in serum CTx. The properties of [sVEGFR2] and CTx observed in this study inform the design of future combination antiangiogenic therapy trials. Clin Cancer Res; 21(22); 5092–9. ©2015 AACR.
Translational Relevance

Drugs that target the transmembrane receptor protein VEGFR2 typically cause decreases in the circulating plasma protein sVEGFR2 in patients. This could make sVEGFR2 a useful tool in the future development of new combinations of angiogenesis inhibitor therapies. In this study, we demonstrated that measurements of sVEGFR2 performed as expected in a small group of patients when we treated them with the VEGFR2 inhibitor sunitinib. We also showed that adding a second drug with fewer side effects, cilengitide, had no effect on this marker. This implied that the second drug was not having its intended effect and that further development of this combination in this way is not warranted. In the future, similar use of circulating protein biomarkers should be a helpful way to more rapidly assess which drug combinations are showing evidence of having bigger effects on their intended targets without causing excessive treatment-related toxicities.

The αvβ3 integrin inhibitor cilengitide disrupts endothelial cell migration and has low systemic toxicity. A randomized dose ranging phase II trial showed cilengitide treatment to be associated with a longer progression-free survival than typically observed in advanced disease, but the low toxicity raised the question of whether the drug has been sufficiently dosed to have its intended effect routinely (28). A study of continuous infusion therapy was found similarly to have little significant toxicity but also no evidence of single-agent activity (29). A recently published phase III trial revealed no improvement in clinical outcomes when cilengitide was added to standard therapy in glioblastoma (30). One explanation is that this maximally administrable dose of cilengitide, 2,000 mg twice weekly does not have the intended pharmacodynamic activity in humans. We hypothesized that whether biologically active, the low toxicity of cilengitide would allow it to be readily combined with sunitinib. After sunitinib had been administered to maximize tumor response and tumor endothelial cell injury, cilengitide could prevent endothelial cell regrowth and migration during withdrawal from sunitinib therapy without the same magnitude of multi-kinase inhibition toxicity induced by continued high-dose sunitinib.

Beyond their role in endothelial cell/matrix interactions, αvβ3 integrins are the most abundant integrins on osteoclasts and mediate osteoclast adhesion to bone matrix (31–33). Multiple methods of blocking αvβ3 integrins have been shown to inhibit bone resorption (34–36). This led to human subject investigations of the αvβ3 integrin inhibitor L-000945704 as a potential osteoporosis therapeutic. Administration of this oral agent for 12 months showed dose-dependent effects on multiple markers of bone turnover in postmenopausal women, including serum C-telopeptide crosslinks, as quickly as 2 weeks after initial administration (37). Serum C-telopeptide crosslink assays are now well-standardized and available commercially to clinical diagnostic laboratories (38–40).

We hypothesized that biologic effect of the integrin inhibitor cilengitide at the maximally administrable dose would be demonstrated with measurable changes in these 2 probable valid pharmacodynamic biomarkers. The inhibition of αvβ3 integrin–dependent endothelial cell repopulation of the microvasculature would be indirectly detected through changes in [sVEGFR2] during sunitinib withdrawal. Untreated patients would show typical recovery of [sVEGFR2] toward baseline after 2 weeks of sunitinib withdrawal, whereas patients treated with cilengitide during the 2 weeks of sunitinib withdrawal should show lower [sVEGFR2] at the end of the interval. As another αvβ3 integrin inhibitor L-000945704 had already demonstrated reproducible effects on serum CTx marker, we expected cilengitide to cause measurable declines after 2 weeks of the maximally administrable dose, whereas patients not receiving cilengitide should demonstrate no measurable changes.

Materials and Methods

Study participants

We enrolled adults with advanced solid tumors that were refractory to standard therapy, for which no standard therapy existed or for whom sunitinib monotherapy would be appropriate. Patients had a Karnofsky performance status ≥70, normal organ and marrow function [as defined by leukocytes ≥3,000/µL, absolute neutrophil count ≥1,500/µL, platelets ≥100,000/µL, hemoglobin ≥9 g/dL, serum creatinine at or below the upper limit of institutional normal (1.4 mg/dL), AST/ALT <2.5 times the institutional normal limit in the absence of liver metastases] and total bilirubin within normal institutional limits. Patients were excluded if they had surgery, radiotherapy, or chemotherapy within 4 weeks, had prior treatment with an antiangiogenic agent where the best response was progressive disease, a history of proved gastric or duodenal ulcer or clinically significant gastrointestinal blood loss in the 6 weeks prior to the start of treatment, a history of a central nervous system hemorrhage, a bone fracture in the past 12 months, a QTc ≥500 ms, or if they required use of a therapeutic dose of warfarin.

These eligibility criteria and the treatment plan were slightly modified after interim analysis. Patients enrolled under the original protocol are hereafter referred to as cohort 1. The protocol called for these patients to receive 28 days of sunitinib at 50 mg daily without interruption or dose reduction to be considered evaluable for the study biomarker-based primary endpoint. Many cohort 1 patients were unable to meet that criterion for evaluability; we also observed baseline [sVEGFR2] measures to be skewed by prior bevacizumab therapy. The protocol was therefore amended to exclude patients with recent prior VEGF signaling inhibitor therapy (bevacizumab, sorafenib, sunitinib, or investigational antiangiogenesis agents) and required 14 days of continuous sunitinib therapy at 50 mg daily for patients to be evaluable for the primary biomarker endpoint (the justification and further details are provided below). Patients enrolled after this amendment are referred to as cohort 2. This study was registered with ClinicalTrials.gov as NCT01122888.

Treatment

Cilengitide was supplied by the Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program of the Division of Cancer Treatment and Diagnosis (DCTD) of the National Cancer Institute (NCI) under a collaborative agreement with EMD Serono, Inc. The drug was administered intravenously twice weekly as a 1-hour infusion. Sunitinib was provided by DCTD under collaborative agreement with Pfizer and was administered orally.

Cohort 1 patients received sunitinib 50 mg daily for 28 days. They were randomized to study arms A and B, 1:1 by opening computer-generated random binary series, coded, predefined
envelopes at initiation of sunitinib therapy. Patients then received either cilengitide twice weekly during the ensuing 14 days off sunitinib (arm A) or no treatment for these 14 days (arm B). All subjects were then to resume sunitinib at the conclusion of the 14 days “off” period for 28 days at 50 mg daily followed by cilengitide for 14 days on all subsequent treatment cycles. Cohort 2 patients received sunitinib 50 mg daily for 14 days before the same randomized treatment arm assignment (A, 14 days twice weekly cilengitide infusion vs. B, no treatment). All subsequent cycles for cohort 2 patients entailed 14 days sunitinib followed by 14 days of cilengitide therapy.

Dose delays and adjustments for adverse events attributable to the protocol treatments were permitted. Patients not able to tolerate sunitinib at a dose of \( \geq 25 \) mg/d, or cilengitide at \( \geq 1,000 \) mg twice weekly, were removed from the study. Patients were evaluated for toxicity weekly during the first cycle of treatment and every 2 weeks thereafter with adverse event grading by the revised NCI Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) version 4.0. Patients received full supportive care, including transfusions, antibiotics, antiemetics, anti diarrheal agents, antihypertensive management, etc. when appropriate.

Pharmacodynamic measurements

**Blood sampling.** Plasma samples were collected to determine \( \text{sVEGFR2} \) and serum for collagen C-telopeptide crosslinks (CTX) at baseline, conclusion of sunitinib therapy, at least weekly during the off-sunitinib interval, and prior to cycle 2 prior sunitinib administration (Fig. 1). For plasma, whole blood was collected in EDTA-containing tubes and placed on ice for 15 minutes. For serum, whole blood was collected in preservative-free tubes to clot at room temperature for 30 minutes. All tubes were centrifuged at \( \geq 700 \times g \) for 15 minutes at 4°C. The separated plasma and sera were transferred into at least 2 labeled polypropylene tubes, frozen at \(-70^\circ\)C, and stored for analysis.

**sVEGFR2 measurements.** Freshly thawed plasma samples were assayed in triplicate according to the manufacturer’s protocol by colorimetric ELISA (R&D Systems) in the University of Chicago Comprehensive Cancer Center Core Immunologic Monitoring Laboratory. Performance according to manufacturer specifications yielded reproducible performance across assay instances and populations in studies of cancer patients and healthy volunteers alike (41, 42). For this assay, the typical range between minimum and maximum plasma \( \text{sVEGFR2} \) for an individual subject across multiple sampling time points without pharmacologic intervention is 1.3 ng/mL and the maximum range has been 1.5 ng/mL.

**Serum CTX.** Testing was performed by the University of Chicago Hospitals chemistry laboratory with the validated Roche BetaCrossLaps assay (Roche Diagnostics; 07/2007), a 2-site immunometric (sandwich) electrochemiluminescence detection assay on the Roche Cobas 6000 e601 analyzer as used in prior studies of integrin inhibitors (37). The assay performed according to manufacturer’s specifications with typical interassay CV of \(<5\%\) (39).

**Statistical analysis**

The primary endpoint of the study was the difference between arms A and B in the increase in \( \text{sVEGFR2} \) \( \Delta \text{VEGFR2} \) over the 14-day interval from the end of the first 14 days of sunitinib administration to completion of the cilengitide (arm A) or no treatment (arm B) interval just prior to readministration of sunitinib. The null hypothesis was no difference in the change. The alternative hypothesis was that cilengitide causes a 50% reduction in \( \Delta \text{VEGFR2} \).

Our initial sample size estimates were based on measurements published by DePrimo and colleagues (20), and our unpublished data on the SD of absolute change in \( \text{sVEGFR2} \) in 62 patients who received sorafenib in a pilot study at the University of Chicago (43). See Supplementary Methods for the initial calculations and quantitative biomarker for study sample size.

For cohort 2, to detect a 50% reduction in the predicted \( \Delta \text{VEGFR2} \) (0.55 ng/mL) between cilengitide treatment (arm A) and no treatment (arm B) over the 14-day interval from the end of the first 14 days of sunitinib administration to completion of cilengitide treatment required 14 patients in each treatment arm. This was based on a one-tailed \( t \) test at a \( \alpha \) of 0.05 significance level to have 80% power. We assumed a SD of 0.57 ng/mL (half of 1.14 ng/mL SD from the sorafenib pilot study; ref. 43). Thus, for cohort 2, we planned to enroll 28 total evaluable patients randomized after an initial 2-week course of sunitinib. Prespecified interim analyses to test our quantitative assumptions on \( \Delta \text{VEGFR2} \) and SD were conducted after the first 31 subjects (of whom 23 were not evaluable) in cohort 1 were enrolled and again after the first 14 subjects in cohort 2 were evaluable for the primary endpoint.

**Results**

Patients and tolerability

The patients in cohort 1 did not tolerate continuous, full dose sunitinib for 28 days. Eight of the first 10 enrolled patients had to interrupt or reduce sunitinib dosing. For most of these patients, the need for interruption or reduction occurred after the first 14 days. To continue to pursue the primary biomarker endpoint with patients having uniform sunitinib exposure, we amended the protocol to treat patients daily for an initial 14 rather than 28...
days (Fig. 1). The amended schema commenced after the first 21 patients were enrolled. The patient characteristics for the 21 patients in cohort 1 and the 20 patients in cohort 2 are summarized in Table 1. Specific treatment-attributable adverse events and grades are summarized in Supplementary Table S1.

**Table 1. Characteristics of 41 enrolled study subjects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>20 (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>21 (51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age, y median (range)</strong></td>
<td>60 (31-82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tumor type</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black non-Hispanic</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White non-Hispanic</td>
<td>31 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Hispanic</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Asian</td>
<td>2 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-reported race/ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esophageal</td>
<td>6 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uterine/Cervical/Fallopian</td>
<td>5 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal</td>
<td>5 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenoid cystic carcinoma</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary brain tumor</td>
<td>4 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcoma</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>3 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinoid/Neuroendocrine</td>
<td>2 (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thymic carcinoma</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The [sVEGFR2] measurements were within typical ranges for patients in both arms (Fig. 2). Sunitinib treatment caused similar magnitude decline in both study arms [arm A baseline mean [sVEGFR2]: 10.27 ng/mL, SD, 1.32; 14-day sunitinib [sVEGFR2]: 5.28 ng/mL, SD, 1.14; arm B baseline [sVEGFR2]: 9.18 ng/mL, SD, 2.07; 14-day sunitinib [sVEGFR2]: 5.77 ng/mL, SD = 1.66]. The similar distribution and variance of baseline and post-sunitinib [sVEGFR2] implies the study arms were adequately balanced for purposes of this analysis. These results recapitulate findings previously demonstrated for sunitinib and [sVEGFR2] (24), and the quantitative findings (the mean change in [sVEGFR2] and the SD) were consistent with our prestudy estimates, confirming use of [sVEGFR2] as an analytically valid pharmacodynamic biomarker for this drug.

### Cilengitide has no measurable effect on [sVEGFR2]

Cilengitide did not affect the degree of [sVEGFR2] recovery during the sunitinib 2-week "off" period (Fig. 2). For arm A, the mean cohort [sVEGFR2] after 2-weeks-off sunitinib was 8.12 ng/mL (SD, 1.31) and for arm B, 7.82 ng/mL (SD, 1.59 ng/mL), not significantly different from each other. Expressed another way, the magnitude of rebound in [sVEGFR2] after the post-sunitinib nadir was 2.85 ng/mL (SD, 0.83 ng/mL) in Arm A versus 2.04 ng/mL (SD, 1.43 ng/mL) in arm B (P = 0.22 by 2-sample t test).

Unexpectedly, the cilengitide-treated arm A actually had in absolute and relative terms a greater recovery of [sVEGFR2] than the control arm B. We initially proposed to detect a 50% decrease in [sVEGFR2] recovery in these cilengitide-treated patients. We therefore performed a futility analysis to assess whether continuing this trial to enroll an additional 14 subjects could likely lead us to reject the initial null hypothesis. The conditional power, that is, the probability that the null hypothesis would be rejected after increasing this trial to enroll an additional 14 subjects was considerably lower than expected in such a small sample of patients. We inferred that our cohort 1 patient pool demonstrated for sunitinib and [sVEGFR2] (24), and the quantitative findings (the mean change in [sVEGFR2] and the SD) were consistent with our prestudy estimates, confirming use of [sVEGFR2] as an analytically valid pharmacodynamic biomarker for this drug.

### Prior bevacezumab suppresses [sVEGFR2]

In studies of previously untreated patients with cancer and larger populations without cancer, when multiple samples are run on the R&D Systems ELISA and reported population mean serum [sVEGFR2] is typically 9 to 10.7 ng/mL with SD approximately 1.5 ng/mL (20, 25, 41, 42, 44). However, the baseline [sVEGFR2] in cohort 1 patients was considerably lower than expected in such a small sample of patients. We inferred that our cohort 1 patient population, prior to enrollment in this trial, had some unusual predisposition to low baseline [sVEGFR2]. After comparing various demographic and disease-related factors, a history of (even remote) bevacezumab treatment was most strongly associated with lower pre-sunitinib (baseline) [sVEGFR2] compared with other patients (Fig. 3). In patients previously treated with bevacezumab (n = 5), the mean baseline [sVEGFR2] was 7.53 ± 1.56 ng/mL, a full SD lower than the typical previously untreated patient or healthy subject population. For patients without a history of bevacizumab treatment (n = 15), the baseline [sVEGFR2] level was 9.72 ± 1.76 ng/mL, consistent with previously reported measurements for other populations. This difference was statistically significant (P = 0.03) and is consistent with bevacizumab having long-term effects of unclear significance on microvasculature. Regardless of the potential clinical significance, prior bevacizumab affected the reliability of [sVEGFR2] as a pharmacodynamic biomarker of sunitinib and cilengitide effect. Therefore, to achieve the goals of this investigation (testing the effects of sequential sunitinib and cilengitide on changes in [sVEGFR2]), we concluded it was appropriate to exclude patients with prior baseline.
bevacizumab exposure from enrollment. This exclusion resulted in 2 small randomized study arms to have baseline and post-sunitinib therapy [sVEGFR2] measurements consistent with our predictions. In this setting, we concluded that [sVEGFR2] serves as a fit-for-purpose pharmacodynamic biomarker (45, 46).

Sunitinib effects on serum CTx

Serum CTx is a validated assay for bone turnover, used in clinical practice for osteoporosis and other bone metabolic disorders. In studies of a selective αvβ3/αvβ5 integrin small-molecule inhibitor, serum CTx measurements routinely declined after 2 weeks of therapy. We therefore expected serum CTx to be a likely useful pharmacodynamic biomarker for the selective integrin inhibitor cilengitide. The secondary endpoint of our study to describe the magnitude of change, time course, and interindividual variability of serum CTx declines was expected to serve as a positive control for sufficiency of cilengitide dosing. As a selective small-molecule integrin inhibitor had previously been shown to induce changes in serum CTx, we expected serum CTx would be unchanged by sunitinib exposure and provide evidence of cilengitide target engagement whether or not the additional antiangiogenic effects were detected with the recovery in [sVEGFR2]. Unexpectedly, sunitinib had significant effects on serum CTx (Fig. 4). For the 14 subjects in cohort 2, serum CTx declined from baseline serum concentrations of 414 ± 242 pg/mL to 293 ± 187 pg/mL after 2 weeks of sunitinib exposure. For 5 of the 14 patients, this constituted a decrease of more than 50%. Given this unexpected magnitude of change prior to any cilengitide exposure and the absence of prior data on the time course and variance in serum CTx with exposure to sunitinib, we abandoned further use of serum CTx as a pharmacodynamic biomarker specific to integrin inhibition.

Discussion

This randomized, controlled clinical investigation with a quantitative, serum pharmacodynamic biomarker endpoint provided sufficient evidence against "proof of concept" to discontinue our efforts to develop a sequential combination of sunitinib and cilengitide. We were able to make this decision based on the reproducible performance of the quantitative circulating peptide/pharmacodynamic biomarker [sVEGFR2] before sunitinib treatment, after sunitinib treatment and after withdrawal from sunitinib treatment. In the course of conducting the trial, we obtained initial evidence that bevacizumab might have prolonged effects on human endothelial cell function, and we unexpectedly detected significant effects of short term sunitinib exposure on the bone turnover marker serum C-telopeptide crosslinks.

Because we did not detect the expected pharmacodynamic biomarker effects of cilengitide on [sVEGFR2], a subsequent trial will not be conducted. This quantitative biomarker of sunitinib effect was predictable and reproducible. Future proof-of-concept and pharmacodynamic marker studies to select combination treatments with sunitinib or likely other VEGFR2 kinase inhibitors can be performed with a relatively small number of patients. At the time we began the study, cilengitide seemed a promising agent. One could speculate that the failure to detect effects of cilengitide on [sVEGFR2] was due to studying too few patients or too short a treatment course to demonstrate these pharmacodynamic effects. Currently, increasing the number of patients or prolonging the treatment interval would be clinically impractical. As many other alternative treatment strategies are in development and there is no evidence that cilengitide has the intended pharmacodynamic effects, we discontinued the trial.

The prior information on the distribution of [sVEGFR2] in other populations enabled us to discover that prolonged exposure to bevacizumab might have long-term effects to lower [sVEGFR2]. After measuring [sVEGFR2] in cohort 1, we recognized that the group mean was skewed significantly and these low values were most strongly associated with prior bevacizumab exposure. After the initial 3-week treatment interval with bevacizumab, [sVEGFR2] typically increases (47–49). Kopetz and colleagues (47) were the first to report a decrease in [sVEGFR2] at median time of 12 months after bevacizumab treatment in patients with colorectal cancer who had progressive disease. In a cohort of advanced solid tumor patients, we found evidence consistent with this being an effect of prolonged bevacizumab therapy. As circulating [sVEGFR2] is primarily derived from systemic endothelial cells, this observation is consistent with a hypothesis that bevacizumab might cause diminished function of the endothelium with long-term exposure. Consistent with our findings, Mourad
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**Figure 3.** Pre-sunitinib [sVEGFR2] with or without prior bevacizumab therapy. Boxplots depict minimum, first quartile, median (dash lines), third quartile, and maximum of [sVEGFR2] for each study group (no prior bevacizumab and prior bevacizumab) at day 1 (D1).
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**Figure 4.** CTx response to sunitinib administration. Boxplots depict minimum, first quartile, median (dash lines), third quartile and maximum of CTx at day 1 (D1) and day 14 (D14).
and colleagues (50) had previously demonstrated evidence of capillary rarefaction and endothelial dysfunction in a cohort of 18 patients who had received bevacizumab for 6 months. As numerous randomized trials of bevacizumab therapy with prolonged treatment have recently been completed and have included serial collection of blood samples for measurement of circulating peptide biomarkers, there will be opportunities in the near future to test further the hypothesis that prolonged bevacizumab exposure induces rarefaction and endothelial dysfunction that might be quantified with changes in concentrations of [sVEGFR2].

We also found the multi-kinase inhibitor sunitinib to cause decreases in bone turnover marked by serum CTx. This indicated that changes in serum CTx do not mark an αvβ3-specific integrin inhibitor effect. It also has implications for interpreting the biomarker effects of the multi-kinase inhibitor cabozantinib in patients with prostate cancer with bone metastases. The initial studies of cabozantinib suggested this agent might have pharmacologic effects distinct from other VEGFR2 kinase inhibitors such as sunitinib (51, 52). Multiple biomarkers and objective clinical observations were consistent with cabozantinib diminishing bone turnover associated with bone metastases: decreased narcotic use, changes on nuclear bone imaging, changes in alkaline phosphatase, and changes in serum CTx. Although in a small population, we found strikingly similar effects of sunitinib on serum CTx in this non–prostate cancer patient population. Similar to the reported changes among 66 patients with prostate cancer (52), we detected a mean decrease in serum CTx after just 14 days of sunitinib therapy of approximately 30%. In the initial report for cabozantinib, 45% of patients had a decrease of 50% or greater. In the sunitinib-treated patients, serum CTx decreased by at least 50% in 36% of patients. It is possible this is an effect of kinase inhibition on downstream integrin signaling or alternatively an indirect effect of these kinase inhibitors enhancing the clearance of serum CTx. Although we could not use serum CTx as a marker of cilengitide effect, the unexpected detection of clear decreases in this biomarker after sunitinib exposure suggest this is not an effect unique to cabozantinib.

Ordinarily, a small sample size study would be declared as a shortcoming. However, a goal for future clinical investigations in development of combination treatment strategies in oncology is to require fewer patients to determine whether a particular strategy is worth further investigation. Here, we demonstrated that a validated, quantitative pharmacodynamic biomarker and a mechanism-based hypothesis could be used to screen a treatment strategy with a small number of patients. We have demonstrated that [sVEGFR2] is a biomarker with reproducible performance and could be used to screen agents to complement sunitinib in a small group of patients. Agents impairing the recovery of [sVEGFR2] could then be considered for further study. In principle, this concept of screening combination therapy trials with quantitative biomarker endpoints might be extended to a larger set of anticancer agents where a serially evaluable, validated pharmacodynamic biomarker is available.
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